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Lynyrd Skynyrd Lyve- The Vicious Cycle Tour • (3•) 
$14.99 
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Actors: kyny.rd S.kynyrd 
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Aspect Ratio: 1.33:1 

Number of discs: 1 

Rating: • 
Studio: Sanctuary Records 

DVD Release Date: November 18, 2003 

Run Time: 120 minutes 

Average Customer Review: -• •1 (;3.8 custoo•e.•fe•[ews) 
ASIN: B0000E6XJ9 
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Share your thoughts with other customers: 

Most Helpful Customer Reviews 

27 of 28 people found the following review helpful: 
• A Great Performance And Excellent Picture (•uality!, 
December 17, 2003 

By hi.ghwa¥_star(• (Hallandale, Florida United States) See all my 
.•:e.Y!e.._w.• 

Southern Rockers Lynyrd Skynyrd's lastest dvd is from their "Vicious 
Cycle" tour and was recorded in Nashville,Tennessee at The Amsouth 
Amphitheatre on July 11, 2003. After watching the dvd I'm convinced 
this is much better than their "Lyve From Steel Town" concert. The 

group sounds great and new drummer Michael Cartellone (from the 
Damn Yankees) sounds great as does new bassist Ean Evans who 

Most Recent Customer Reviews 

•" The best Lynyrd Skynyrd ever 
I'm listening to Skynyrd Songs for over 30 

years now, and the bands style affected 
my own guitar playing style and the sound 
of my band a lot. Re.ad re.ore 

Published month ago by kawa1962 

• Skynyrd Lyve 
Awesome Concert Skynyrd at it's best. A 
must have for Lynyrd Skynyrd Fans and 
you southern rock collection. Video quality 
is great and so is the sound 

Published 2 months ago by G. Svendberg 



replaced Iongtime Skynyrd bassist Leon Wilkeson who passed away 
recently. The band includes songs from their latest cd "Vicious Cycle" 
such as "That's How Like It", "Pick'Em Up", "Red White And Blue" 
and "The Way". For the first time Skynyrd uses a small orchestra 
which definately is a nice addition and classic songs such as 

"Tuesday's Gone" and "Freebird" sound better than ever with the use 

of the orchestra. The band goes thru their classics such as "What's 
Your Name", "I Know A Little", "Gimme Three Steps", "Call Me The 
Breeze", "Sweet Home Alabama", "Simple Man", and a medley of 
"Gimme Back My Bullets", "Double Trouble", and "The Ballad Of Curtis 
Lowe". On "Travelin' Man" lead singer Johnny Van Zant alternates 
singing with his brother, the late Ronnie Van Zant by means of having 
a screen placed above the group on stage with Ronnie shown singing 
(from one of the group's 70's concert footage) part of the verse which 
is recorded perfectly in sync with Lynyrd Skynyrd as they play along. 
The picture quality of this dvd is excellent and there are alot of 
closeups of Ricky Medlocke, Huey Thomasson and Gary Rossington 
playing and alternating guitar licks. The sound quality of this dvd is 
superb for the most part except that on some songs Huey 
Thomasson's guitar is not as loud as the other guitarists. This dvd is 

an absolute must have for Lynyrd Skynyrd fans and those who enjoy 
listening to seventy's southern rock. Buy it, guarantee you will not 
be dissapointed. Highly Recommended! 

!• Commen.ts.(2) Permalink Was this review helpful to you? 
•• (•epor.tthis) 

16 of 21 people found the following review helpful: 
• The Vicious Mott Review, July 18, 2004 

By K.i_...m....E!.e.t#.he.r El (Pattaya, Chonburi Thailand) See al! my reviews 

LynyFd SkynyFd is living proof that nothing stops Rock 'n' Roll, and 
that you cannot keep a good band down. Over the years the SkynyFd 
have suffered from bad management, disagreements, and wrong 
decisions, coupled all the way with personnel tragedy. When the band 

was on the crest of a wave in 1977, and probably the number one 

touring band in America, they suffered an infamous plane crash that 
took away the lives of lead singer Ronnie Van Zant, lead guitarist 
Steve Gaines, and backup singer Cassie Gaines, leaving the rest of 
the band with multiple injuries in hospital. Although Allen Collins 
recovered from paralysis enough to perform live on stage again, his 
life as well was taken from the band by an untimely car accident. 
Then, at the start of the recording of the album for this tour 'Vicious 
Cycle', the life of bassist Leon Wilkeson (the cat in the hat) was taken 
from the band in July oF 200 i. It says mountains about the present 
band members as they keep the SkynyFd Southern Flag flying. 

The band's roots can be traced back to 1964, when a certain Ronnie 
Van Zant started singing lead vocals for guitarist Gary Rossington's 
school band, but this DVD has been released in celebration of thirty 
years of recording under the Lynyrd Skynyrd banner, starting 1973 
with their first album 'Pronounced Leh-Nerd Skin-Nerd' (named after 
the nickname of the boys' high school gym teacher). It was not until 
then they started their meteoric rise to stardom. 

After the plane crash it took ten years before a band went out on the 
road under the Skynyrd moniker as a tribute to their fallen brothers. 
The tour was such a success that it was decided to keep the band 
permanent, and to tour and record further albums. 

• Great Value 
This video is well worth the money. We 
play it often for parties and other events. It 
is a favorite among guests! 
Published 10 months ago by Music Man 

•• Rock-on! 
This is an incredible dvd! Make sure you 
turn your volume up high! Almost as good 
as being at one of their concerts. Highly 
recommended. 
Published 12 months ago by Jo A. Gave 

• Brad 
WoW !!! what a concert well worth any 
money This dvd is great with sound as well 

as pic. a MUST have for any skynyrd fan!!! 
100 stars 

Published 12 months ago by brad 

• Lynrd Skynrd Vicious Cycle 
Tour 
Great show.The band is in great form.This 
is one you don't want to miss. 

Published 12 months ago by James T. Davis 

• They're back 
For fans of Lynyrd Skynyrd, this new line 

up is every bit as good as the original line 
up. The quality of the video and audio 
makes this a great DVD to have in your 
music library. 
Published 15 months ago by C. Kosky 

• Cannot put the CD away 
This is a wonderful CD. All the old Skynyrd 
stuff is there and some newer cuts too. 
This version of the band is vew solid. 
Rea..d.....m0 •e 
Published 17 months ago by Norman Stotland 

• Lynard Skynard Lyve The 
Vivious Tour 
This DVD was great. We had a party at our 
house with our big screen tv. We invited 
guest and they all thought it was great. 
Keep coming with more LYNARD SKYNARD. 

Published 21 months ago by Patricia A. Noe 

• wonderful 
Only a word WONDERFUL ALL IS GREAT, 
sound, picture, songs and picture GREAT 
GREAT !! 

Published 21 months ago by Chabaud Alain 
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At first the lineup was quite liquid, but over the last ten years or so it 
has stabilized to the present formation, which could wipe the floor live 
with any band that has ever trod the boards. Two original members 

are still there from the classic lineup. Gary Rossington, from the 
original three pronged guitar attack, one of the meanest slide 
guitarists on the planet; and Billy Powell, the only man who can really 
play that beautiful piano intro to Freebird. Joining them are Ronnie 
Van Zant's brother, Johnny Van Zant, on lead vocals; Rickey 
Medlocke on lead guitar, he used to front the magnificent 'Blackfoot'; 
and completing the triple axe barrage is Hughie Thomasson (ex 'The 
Outlaws', perhaps one of the most underrated country/rock bands to 

come out of the south). 

Then replacing Leon Wilkeson on bass is Hughie Thomasson's old 
band mate Ean Evans. Powering the band from behind the skins is 
Michael Cartellone. You have to be a very fit young drummer to keep 
up with these cats. Carol Chase and Dale Krantz Rossington add 
backing vocals, bringing the Lynyrd Skynyrd contingent up to nine. If 
they were not flying under the Skynyrd flag, they could truly be called 
the Southern Rock All Stars. 

For this special concert to be recorded for a live CD and DVD, they 
have also included a brass and string section to add more dynamics to 
the sound. But do not fret, you hardened Southern Rock fans, it takes 

none of the Skynyrd gruff vocals and roaring guitars out of the mix. In 
fact, this is the best have ever seen or heard the band play, and that 
is from someone who saw the band twice in the mid Seventies. 

Neither is this just a run through of greatest hits from a bygone era. 

The newer songs are mingled in with the older classics, and believe 

me, you cannot hear the join. 

Off the new album 'Vicious Cycle' (2001) come two of the concert 
highlights. The song 'Red, White, and Blue' is the most patriotic song 
ever recorded. With its wonderfully emotional chorus of "My hair is 

going white, my neck has always been red, and my collar is still blue," 
it certainly brings a lump to the throat. 

At the end of the set another 'Vicious Cycle' song, 'The Way', fits in 
perfectly between 'Sweet Home Alabama' and 'Freebird'. Now you 
have to stand pretty tall to stand side by side with those two. 

Pop down to Tahitian Queen on Beach road for their famous Rock 'n' 
Roll Happy Hour and request any song from this DVD to be put on the 

screen. You will not be disappointed. 

"I hope Neil Young will remember." 

Viciously put by Mott The Dog 
Cycled by Ella Crew 
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Internet Explorer cannot displ• 
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love Skynyrd, the original line-up moreso that the current line-up. 
Bey hey, Johnny looks, and sings amazingly well like his brother, and 
hey, what a treat it is to hear those classics as well as newer material 
performed live some 26 plus years after the plane crash. The audio 
and video quality are impecable! mean the sound is killer and the 
video is crystal clear! This is an amazing concert and the song 
selection could not have done better myself. You know, other 
reviewers, such as srvfan 36 below, should shut their mouth, and can 

kiss my ass. To me people like that are just upset that somebody 
named Jimmie Vaughn didn't pick up the pieces to Double Trouble and 
roll with it! If that would have been done, all these SRV fans would be 
loving it. Personally SRV was an OK guitarist, and yeah, boo-who, he's 
dead, and so is Ronnie, but atleast Johnny's got balls to soldier on and 
honor his brother and the band they way Ronnie and all passed 
Skynyrd soldiers would have liked it done. As Ronnie said Put that in 

your pipe and smoke it". 

!• comment Permal.ink was this review helpful to you? • • 
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Product Details 

Actors: Allen Collins, Steve Gaines, Billy Powell, Artimus Pyle, Gary Rossi.ngton 

Directors: Jeff G. Waxman 

Format: Color, DVD-Video, NTSC 

Language: English 
Region: Region 1 (U.S. and Canada only. Read more about DVD formats.) 
Aspect Ratio: 1.33 1 

Number of discs: 1 

Rating: • 
Studio: Lions Gate 

DVD Release Date: December 18, 2001 
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Product Description 
Freebird: The MovieEven though they recorded for only four short years Lynyrd Skynyrd left behind some of rock 'n' roll's 
most enduring classics. Go back in time and experience the band's true spirit raw power and three-guitar attack in blistering 
live performances revealing interviews rare photos and home movies.Includes Complete Live Versions of: Workin' for MCA 
That Smell Ain't The One Gimme Back My Bullets Saturday Night Special Cry For The Bad Man Searching Call Me The Breeze 
What's Your Name Blue Yodel ("T" for Texas) Whiskey Rock-A-Roller Sweet Home Alabama Travellin' Man Free Bird Gimme 
Three StepsTribute Tour:After ten years Lynyrd Skynyrd fans are treated to a long-awaited musical reunion. In this 
sensational live concert Lynyrd Skynyrd performs favorites "Workin' for MCA Simple Man Gimme Three Steps Free Bird" 
and the classic southern anthem "Sweet Home Alabama." This musical documentary traces the band's roots from Jacksonville 
Florida through the tragedy and triumph that makes the Tribute Tour a celebration. Join the original band members along with 
Johnny Van Zant Randall Hall Dale Krantz Rossington and Carol Bristow. The spirit the magic and the music continue!System 
Requirements:Freebird" Starring" Allen Collins Steve Gaines Billy Powell Artimus Pyle Gaw Rossington Ronnie Van Zant Leon 
Wilkeson Jojo Billingsley Cassie Gaines and Leslie Hawkings. Directed By" Jeff G. Waxman. Running Time: 103 Min. Tribute 
Tour: Running Time: 94 Min. These features are presented in "Standard" format. Copyright 2002 Artisan 
Entertainment.Format: DVD MOVIE Genre: DOCUMENTARIES/MISC. Rating" PG UPC: 707729120575 Manufacturer No: 12057 
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Most Helpful Customer Reviews 

62 of 63 people found the following review helpful" 
• 5 stars alone for the Freebird Movie of original band=., 

Most Recent Customer Reviews 

• top top notch 
Well, if you like this band you will love this 



January 14, 2004 

By cd-heaven • (ROCK CITY) See all my reviews 

Wow, this DVD is incredible and a gift from the Heavens. How can 

anyone complain about this. People like Perbes from Spain and Kevin 
from Missouri need to shut their mouth about audio quality this, video 
quality that. Listen, if you are sitting on anything better we can watch 
of the original Skynyrd, then by all means start whining. But last time 
checked, this release contains probably the best video and audio of 

the Ronnie fronted band around. So that makes me happy to see. 

Lastly, the video is from 1976, 28 years ago. If you're a true fan, you 
take what you can get, and leave the bitching to the losers with the 
$10,000 TV's and Audio systems who can't get this in 16:9 picture 
ratio and 5.1 dolby surround sound! Long Live Skynyrd. 

Comments (3) Permalink Was this review helpful to you? 

48 of 49 people found the following review helpful" 
• What song is it you want to hear????, January 4, 2002 

By Richard P. l•ayh.#w I• (Silver Spring, MD USA) See all rny 
reviews 

This review is from: Lynyrd Skynyrd Freebird the Movie (VHS Tape) 

bought this VHS tape expecting a movie about the band, that is not 
what Freebird The Movie is. What you get is some incredible video 
tape of the band in various concerts from dates in 1976 to 1977. Most 
of the tape is from an Open Air Rock show that Skynyrd played in 
England. While most of the tape is in color, there are some parts that 

are in black and white, believe it or not that does not really detract 
from this film. The band plays 15 songs on this tape, they are as 

follows" Workin For MCA, Ain't The One, Saturday Night Special, 
Searching, What's Your Name, Whiskey Rock-A-Roler, Travelin Man, 
Gimmie Three Steps, That Smell, Gimmie Back My Bullets, Cry For 
The Bad Man, Call Me The Breeze, T For Texas, Sweet Home Alabama 
and Freebird of course. The song Simple Man plays as the credits roll. 
There are interviews with band members (live and dead) family and 
frynds between most of the songs. While this tape does not tell the 
history of Lynyrd Skynyrd the band (for that look for the VH1 Behind 
The Music episode) or the terrible accident that happened to them on 

that October day 1977 it does catch them in all their splendor, both 
tragic and glorious all at once. There is indoor BW footage taken from 
New Jersey and from San Francisco, CA. The outdoor open air footage 
from England and from A Day On The Green in Oakland, CA is 
wonderful, flawless footage with spectacular sound. The segment from 
Oakland was filmed only 2 months before the crash, it will make you 
cry...be warned. From comparing the England footage against that of 
Oakland it is clear America has better looking girls (even in 70's duds) 
and better dentists. Two of the three surviving members have 
reformed the band and added Johnny Van Zant, Rickey Medlock of 
Blackfoot fame and one of the founders of the band The Outlaws...the 
Three Guitar Attack Lives! Let hope that the future for Lynyrd Skynyrd 
is filled with as much good fortune as the past was filled with bad 
fortune. Good film a steal at this price. 

•;::::•. L.ommen[ P.e•m.•.!.i.n.k Was this review helpful to you? 
(Report this) 

video. One of my all time favorite songs is 
free bird. Man love that song. 
Read more 

Published 9 days ago by Just guy in Oregon 

• Good. 
Well, can't say wasn't expecting better. 
For such a great band, this is a really poor 
dvd. Tho, it's still worth it, that's why 
rated with 5 stars. Read.more 
Published 14 days ago by Pedro F. R. Cordeiro 

• great combo 
Very nice job on DVD well made and great 
price if you like lynyrd skynrd you will love 
this DVD. 

Published 4 months ago by Jack W. Wolfe 

•• Lynyrd Skynyrd DVD 
Definately worth buying. The freebird 
movie has most of what you will need and 
expect. The live sound has been slightly 
remixed so sounds great too (still a live 
recording... Read. more 
Published 6 months ago by Creative Sauce 

• Lynyrd Skynyrd Freebird The 
Movie 
Excellent! Great interviews and video 
shows. See stuff you have never seen 
before! Best "Live band ever 

Published 9 months ago by Brenda S. Golden 

• 5 STARS FOR THE SHOW=. 3 
STARS FOR THE RELEASE 
My first gripe with this DVD of Freebird the 
Movie is, it's not presented in widescreen! 
As far as the show goes, it's really good! 
do have another gripe though..•e.a.d more 
Published 9 months ago by MR. KNOW IT ALL ;-b 

• Lynyrd Skynyrd Freebird The 
Movie l Tribute Tour 
Great Price! Worth every penny. A must 
have for Skynyrd fans. 

Published 13 months ago by D. Zammit 

•r•*=;-•:•:,,;• Spinal Tap goes South 
It's a Skynyrd DVD,so what's the first thing 
you do? Forward to Freebird, right? But 
good luck finding it, and worse you don't 
really get to see what you want to see. 
Read more 

Published 13 months ago by AdequateGuy 

• 5 Stars only because its 
Skynyrd 
give this movie 3 stars for the audio, its 

horrible, the volume goes up and down all 
the time, dont understand that. 



11 of 12 people found the following review helpful: 
•" Two Great Flicks for Skynyrd Fans, September 13, 2006 

By JamesNYC "JamesNYC" •1 (New York, NY USA) See all my 
reviews 

The most memorable experience of my three years at Tulane in New 

Orleans happened one state over, in Biloxi, Mississippi. was able to 

attend the Lynyrd Skynyrd Reunion Tribute Tour concert that is the 
subject of the second documentary on this DVD. For a kid from 
Montreal, it was a dream come true to be able to see the greatest 
Southern band of all time (one of the greatest bands from anywhere, 
for that matter) in their native Southland. I'll always cherish the 

memory of that night and will be able to relive it thanks to the 
"Lynyrd Skynyrd Tribute Tour" documentary that is one of two 

included in this DVD. 

But Skynyrd fans will probably enjoy the first documentary, "Freebird 
the Movie," more. In it, you get to see lots of archival footage of the 
original group with lots of full-length, uninterrupted scenes of them 
playing songs like "I Aint the One," "Searching," "Call Me the Breeze," 
"T for Texas," "Whiskey Rock-A-Roller," "Travellin' Man," "Sweet 

Home Alabama," and, of course, "Freebird," at various locations, 
including lots of scenes from their show at Knebworth Fair, England in 

August of 1976 where, it has been said, they blew the Rolling Stones 
(who appeared later that day) off the stage. 

can't imagine a Lynyrd Skynyrd fan being disappointed with this 

one! 

!!iii Comment Permalink Was this review helpful to you? •• 
(Report this) 

Read more 

Published 15 months ago by Dean Buffoni 

• Excellent 
Freebird The Movie is my all time favourite 
movie! have watched it over and over. It 
shows the opriginal Lynyrd Skynyrd lineup 
doing what they do best. Read more 

Published 19 months ago by Leigh A. Reynolds 
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Album: Freebird: The Movie HALLMARK 

Artist: Lynyrd Skynyrd 
Release Date 12/18/2001 

Genre: Rock/Pop 

Users Say 
0 ratings 

Album Reviews 0 

Occasionally, companies will throw cor•sumers a bone and give theft; a good 
value. Artisan t-iorne Entertainment has done this with 2001's I..yny•d Skynyrd DVD 
double feature F•eebird. The Movie and Tribute ]our. Both these of these videos 
appear on DVD for the first time, and this low-priced, two-for--one disc exceeding 
three hours of playing time is a treasure. The DVD is not perfect the menu is clumsy and you can't access songs individually but 
these two videos existing in the digital domain is what's important. 1996's Freebird: The Movie captures the full glory of classic Lynyrd 
Skynyrd before the !977 plane crash. Three concerts yielded the terrific iive footage, primarily Knebworth Fair in t--•ertfordshire. England, 
on August 21. 1976, but also Convention Hall in Asbury Park. N J, on July 13, 1977, and A Day on the Green at the Oakland Coliseum in 
Oakland, CA. on July 4, 1977. The incendiary version of "Free Bird" was filmed in Oakland. Interviews are included too. but the most 
unforgettable thing about Freebird: The Movie besides the superb pedormances under the watchful eye of vocalist Ronnie VanZant is 
the haunting, grainy home--(.•ovie footage shot on an airplane. ]-dbute Tour was filmed in 1987, ten years after tragedy destroyed the 
band. Narrated by Charlie Daniels, Tribute Tour is primarily a documentary with extensive interviews. Shows at the Cal Expo in 
Sacramento, CA and the Shoreline Amphitheatre in MouP..tain View, CA. were filmed Guitarist Ed King returned and guitarist Randy Hall 
was hand-picked by Alien Collins as his successor. It's sad to see Collins' condition he'd been paralyzed in a car wreck but he was 

visibly excited to watch the tour from the sidelines. He died three years later. Vocalist ,Johnny Van Zant sounds good, but his nervousness 
was obvious: over time, he became more relaxed and confident as Lynyrd Skynyrd's frontman, Bret Adams, All Music G,.,de [-.] Collapse 
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Occasionally, companies will throw consumers a bone and give them a good 



value. Artisan Home Entertainment has done this with 2001's L.ynyrd Skynyrd 
DVD double feature Freebird: The Movie and Tribute Tour Both these of these 
videos appear on DVD for the first time, and this low-priced, two-for-one disc 
exceeding three hours of playing time is a treasure. The DVD is not perfect the 
menu is clumsy and you can't access songs individually but these two videos 
existing in the digital domain is what's important. 1996's Freebird: The Movie 
captures the full glory of classic Lynyrd Skynyrd before the 1977 plane crash. 
Three concerts yielded the terrific live footage, primarily Knebworth Fair in 
Hertfordshire. England, on August 21. 1976, but also Convention Hall in Asbury 
Park, N J, on July 13• 1977, and A Day on the Green at the Oakland Coliseum in 
Oakland, CA. on July 4, 1977. The incendiary version of "Free Bird" was filmed in 
Oakland. Interviews are included too, but the most unforgettable thing about 
Freebird: The Movie besides the superb performances under the watchful eye 
of vocalist Ronnie VanZant is the haunting, grainy home-movie footage shot on 

an airplane. Tribute Tour was filmed in 1987, ten years after tragedy destroyed 
the band. Narrated by Charlie Daniels, Tribute Tour is primarily a documentary 
with extensive interviews. Shows at the Cal Expo in Sacramento, CA, and the 
Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View, CA, were filmed. Guitarist Ed King 
returned and guitarist Randy Hall was hand-picked by Allen Collins as his 
successor. It's sad to see Collins' condition he'd been paralyzed in a car wreck 

but he was visibly excited to watch the tour from the sidelines. He died three 
years later. Vocalist Johnny Van Zant sounds good, but his nervousness was 
obvious: over time, he became more relaxed and confident as Lynyrd Skynyrd's 
frontman. 
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